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Abstract
Soft-embalmed, surgical donors are a valuable resource for medical professionals to utilize in low stress environments. Simulated procedural
workshops can be used to establish competence and improve confidence for a variety of orthopedic skills using this life-like teaching model. The
authors propose that soft-embalmed, surgical donors are suitable training models for teaching these procedural skills (new, updated guidelines,
or those rarely used). We believe that their incorporation into medical school curriculums and continuing education sessions will result with
improvements in confidence and competence in performing the associated procedural skill.
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Introduction
Performance in invasive skills can rapidly improve with
just a single cadaver laboratory session and skills learned these
sessions can be translated to and sustained in the clinical setting
to produces competent providers who perform skills rapidly and
with minimal complications [1]. Many procedures are performed
at low frequency, and providers do not have the opportunity to
practice on a life-like model outside of clinical settings [2]. For
example, \ultrasound-guided hip injections minimize risk in
damaging adjacent neurovascular structures. A lack of ultrasound
guided training is a hindrance to widespread use [3]. In addition,
medical students are frequently exposed to procedures such as
knee arthrocentesis during their clinical rotations, but there is no
suitable model for medical students to practice performing the
procedure or interpret the results. Simulated patients cannot be
utilized due to the invasive nature of the procedure, and formalinembalmed cadavers are unable to provide a realistic experiential
learning opportunity due to the postmortem rigidity and high

susceptibility to tissue decay. The absence of a sufficient teaching
model often results in procedures being done for the first time, or
for the first time in an extended period of time, on actual patients.

We believe that the use of soft-embalmed, surgical donors
can provide a solution to this gap in medical education. The
surgical donors are prepared using a modified Thiel embalming
method. In contrast to traditional formalin-embalmed cadavers,
soft-embalming allows for increased, life-like joint mobility and
preserved fascial integrity while closely mimicking the aesthetics
of live tissue [4,5]. These unique qualities allow skills practice in a
realistic environment. Cadavers prepared with embalming methods
that provide more realistic joint motion and visual and tactile
tissue fidelity are significantly superior to formaldehyde fixed
donors for surgical skills training are a significant improvement
for high-fidelity orthopedic surgical skills training and surgical
skills training [6,7]. We have developed a variety of surgical donor
skills workshops for learners and providers at various levels of
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training. These workshops include lumbar puncture, central line
cannulation, airway management, paracentesis, thoracentesis, and
upper extremity injections, knee arthrocentesis, and hip injections.

Study Analysis

During lower extremity joint workshops, participants
completed a pre-survey and post-survey to assess perceived
confidence, experience and ability to perform the procedure.
Participants were informed of the knowledge and the steps
required for mastery of the skill before each teaching encounter.
The anatomy and the potential complications of each procedure
were reviewed. Individual attention was given to participants as
needed. Skills were repeated until they were performed correctly
because the goal was mastery of the skill. Faculty served as both
instructors and evaluators. Each learner was assessed using a
validated competency checklist.

The surveys asked about: 1. overall quality of the experiences,
2. if the session improved their confidence in performing the skill,
3. if the setting improved their ability to properly perform the
skill in an actual patient care setting, 4. if they believed simulated
practice using surgical donors to be an effective method for learning
procedural skills, and 5. if they preferred the use of soft-embalmed,
surgical donors over formalin-embalmed cadavers as a teaching
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tool.

Sixty-eight medical students completed a knee arthrocentesis
workshop. 96% of participants reported in the post-survey they
felt confident performing knee arthrocentesis under physician
supervision following their participation in the laboratory session
(versus 15% of participants in the pre-survey as seen in figure
1). 96% of participants reported that the soft-embalmed, surgical
donors provided a more realistic teaching model than formalinembalmed for learning knee arthrocentesis (figure 2). 100% of
participants believed the incorporation of simulated practice using
soft-embalmed donors an effective method in teaching students
to perform knee arthrocentesis (figure 3). 100% of participants
reported that they would participate in future sessions using
this model to learn and practice other orthopedic procedural
techniques. This study used a moderate sample size of thirdyear medical students to provide data regarding the suitability of
using soft-embalmed, donors in arthrocentesis education. Results
indicate they are effective tools in teaching medical students to
perform knee arthrocentesis, that students preferred the model
to the formalin cadavers, and that the model is a safe, engaging,
and high-quality teaching modality for demonstrating proper
arthrocentesis procedural technique to medical students.

Figure 1: Displays the differences between the participants’ perceived confidence in performing knee arthrocentesis under physician
supervision before and after participating in this study. In the pre-survey, ten individuals (15%) reported that they felt confident performing knee
arthrocentesis under physician supervision (0% strongly agree, 15% agree). In the post-survey, sixty-five students (96%) reported that they felt
confident performing knee arthrocentesis under physician supervision.

Health care providers completed a hip injection workshop
as a part of a continuing education series. The results from the
hip injection pre- and post-survey Likert scales showed 100% of
participants found the simulation valid, would transfer to patient
care and improve their identification of anatomical landmarks using
ultrasound. The majority of participants felt more prepared (78%)
and confident (89%) to perform ultrasound-guided hip injections

following the simulation and preferred learning with a didactic
and surgical donor. Lastly, 100% of participants successfully
demonstrated competency through checklist evaluation. We expect
future studies to show an improvement in skill performance.
This study used a small sample size (9 participants) of practicing
providers to provide data regarding the suitability of using softembalmed, surgical donors in hip injection training. Results indicate
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the surgical donor is an effective teaching model, participants
preferred the model to the formalin donors, and the model is a highquality teaching modality for demonstrating proper hip injection
procedural skills.

Perspective

In conclusion, soft-embalmed, surgical donors are an effective
educational tool in teaching medical students to perform knee
arthrocentesis and an effective tool in teaching providers ultrasound
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guided hip injections. The soft-embalmed, surgical donor model is
felt to be a more suitable teaching model to formalin-embalmed
donors for arthrocentesis and hip injection simulated procedures
and this model potentially generalizable to the instruction of a
variety of orthopedic procedures. Further research considerations
include the evaluation of patient outcomes in clinical practice
relative to the procedure, including accuracy of injection location,
post-procedure infection rates due to improper sterile technique,
and patient satisfaction relative to the procedure (Figures 1-3).

Figure 2: Displays the participants’ perceptions of whether the soft-embalmed cadavers or formalin-embalmed cadavers provided a more
realistic training model when learning to perform knee arthrocentesis. Sixty-five individuals (96%) reported feeling that the soft-embalmed
cadavers provided a more realistic teaching model than formalin-embalmed cadavers for learning knee arthrocentesis (78% strongly agree,
18% agree, 4% neutral).

Figure 3: Displays the pre-survey and post-survey differences regarding the participants’ perceived effectiveness of soft-embalmed as an
educational tool when teaching orthopedic procedural skills such as knee arthrocentesis. In the pre-survey, fifty-seven students (84%) reported
that they believed the incorporation of simulated practice using soft-embalmed cadavers is an effective method for teaching orthopedic
procedures such as knee arthrocentesis (43% strongly agree, 41% agree). In the post-survey, all sixty-eight individuals reported that they
believed the incorporation of simulated practice using soft-embalmed cadavers is an effective method for teaching orthopedic procedures such
as knee arthrocentesis (79% strongly agree, 21% agree).
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